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T WOULD BE SURPRISING if Fede-
rico Garcia Lorca had not shown a predilection for the guitar in his life and work: the instrument plays an essential role in the world of Andalusian music and folklore, in which the poet was immersed from an early age. His enchantment with the guitar might be said to have obeyed a racial and family inclination. One of his father's ancestors, a certain Frasquito Garcia, was a professional guitarist who emigrated to Paris, married and died there.' Lorca's father had the custom of organizing flamenco sessions at his son's natal house in Fuentevaqueros, near Granada. The poet himself inevitably found a guitar in his lap when he was very young. He even took some lessons from an aunt.2 They did not last long, since he turned to a serious study of the piano. But as late as his stay in New York, he apparently still "played the guitar with great verve and spontaneity."3
As we might expect, the guitar is a recurrent motif in Lorca's work. He reveals a perfect understanding of the guitarist's function in his lecture, "Cante jondo (Primitivo canto andaluz)": the player should limit himself to providing a rhythmic and harmonic background, he says, following the singer rather than trying to display his own virtuosity.4 Music for the guitar forms part of the background of Lorca's youthful prose descriptions and dramas; in one of his books of verse, the Poema del cante jondo, the instrument constitutes a luminous symbol. In his later works it tends to appear less frequently, like all the typical and somewhat picturesque elements of his native Andalusia. Yet, as I will try to show, it left an undying echo in his ear.
Two mentions of the guitar in Lorca's first published works may give us a key to the instrument's function in his lyrical world. Both relate to the Albaicin, the gypsy quarter of Granada. Lorca depicts the city in a poetic evocation of color and sound, with distant music of "guitarras dolientes" suggesting "gritos de amor y pasi6n."5 These two aspects of the instrument-its association with love and sorrow -flow like a pair of rivulets from a common stream throughout Lorca's writings. The negative aspect prevails in his first book of verse, Libro de poemas. In "Elegia," he invokes the Andalusian girl who is the poem's subject: "Venus del mant6n de Manila que sabe / del vino de Malaga y de la guitarra." The Malagan wine could be a kind of muscatel. It probably relates to the sweetness of desire, though its saccharine taste leaves a slightly bitter or medicinal residue on the palate-like everything in Malaga for Lorca.G The guitar may stand for the wholly unfruitful side of love and desire, which are naturally frustrated in this unlucky sister of Dofia Rosita la Soltera and other Lorcan women. I favor such an interpretation because this part of the poem consists of verses built on contrasts ("iOh mujer potente de 6bano y nardo! . . iOh cisne moreno! .. ."). But the two images, Malagan wine and guitar, are characteristically ambiguous and rich in their possible connotations; Lorca's imagery rarely fits into a tidy scheme. In two other poems of this volume, the lyre takes the place of the guitar (all the stringed instruments seem to have approximately the same meaning for Lorca). The lyre appears alongside of pain in the tenderly Franciscan "Canto a la miel," where it suggests the poet's office and the sorrow of past suffering: "Para el que lleva la pena y la lira, / eres sol que ilumina el camino." Finally, in "Invocaci6n al laurel," the lyre and the traditional rose of romantic love point to death: "Las rosas estaban sofiando en la lira / ... Conozco la lira 52 que presientes, rosa; / formd su cordaje con mi vida muerta."' Three separate lyrics treat the guitar more extensively in the Poema del cante jondo. The first appears toward the beginning of the "Poema de la siguiriya gitana," immediately after the presentation of the scenery for the drama to follow.
La guitarra The first two lines describe the melancholy beauty of the guitar. The instrument has a special power of awakening the intimate chords that sleep in the memory and unconscious. To fully understand this little piece, we have to place it within the framework of the larger composit;on to which it pertains. The "lost souls" whose sobs escape through the guitar's sound-hole belong to the hundred black horsemen, victims of their love for La Petenera. Like a spider, the guitar weaves a web "in order to trap sighs," expressing human sorrow through music. These sighs "float" inside the instrument's body as if it were a wooden cistern; the Poema del cante jondo is full of foreboding wells and cisterns. In a later poem of the same work, we encounter a related image:
Pasan caballos negros y gente siniestra por los hondos caminos de la guitarra.12
The black horses look back to the dark riders of the poem on the petenera, and the "deep roads of the guitar" to the cisterntwo indications of the profundity of the instrument's sound. In these and other places of the work, Lorca seems to be portraying the climate of vice that formed a real part of the Andalusian demimonde at the turn of the century, with its seedy taverns and the cafe cantante. Indeed, the whole "Grifico de la Petenera" depicts this kind of milieu. It is Lorca's most "antiflamenco" poem. The final lyric on the guitar in this book is one of the "Seis Caprichos" toward the end of the volume. These fragmentary sketches, with their concision and subtle metaphors, occasionally resemble Oriental verse. Lorca dedicated the entire series to the guitarist Regino Sainz de la Maza.13 Adivinanza de la guitarra The poet has caught the mysterious appeal of the guitar in a few brief lines. The sound-hole represents a crossroads where six maidens dance, three of flesh-the treblc strings of catgut-and three of silverthe basses. In a poem above we saw how the guitar "makes dreams cry"; here the In most of Lorca's plays, the music of these instruments forms a kind of counterpoint to the usually tragic action. As in the poetry, their presence may prelude love, death or suffering. In the dramas of Lorca's last years, the guitar acquires a new modality. The sinuous shape of its wooden body suggested a woman's figure to the poet, as it had to many other artists before. In the rather experimental Asi que pasen cinco aios, the guitar is a symbol of the passionate Novia: "Creo que me vas a quebrar entre tus brazos, porque soy debil, porque soy pequefia, porque soy como ]a escarcha, porque soy como una diminuta guitarra quemada por el sol." Background music on the instrument has the effect of an aphrodisiac on the feminine protagonist Just as the lyre was the emblem of ancient poetry, the guitar might have been Lorca's. In some of his verse the instrument seems to incarnate the lot of the poet, who sheds more tears than ordinary men: he bears the weight of all human suffering in order to purify and sublimate it through art. Few instruments can express "black sounds" of anguish and despair as well as the guitar. In his only composition for the instrument, Manuel de Falla interprets the dark spirit of cante jondo through the sonorities and dissonances of the impressionist composers.32 In Lorca's poetry, the black sounds of Andalusian music have their equivalent in recurrent omens and somber pi:esences: the moon, wind, sand, horsemen, unlucky colors.
The guitar could also be compared to the poet's muse in so far as it represents a fusion of popular and artistic traditions. 
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